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Executive Summary 

The Urban Challenge represents a technological leap beyond the previous Grand Challenges.  The 
challenge encompasses three primary behaviors: driving on roads, handling intersections and 
maneuvering in zones.  In implementing urban driving we have decomposed the problem into five 
components.  Mission Planning determines an efficient route through an urban network of roads.  A 
behavioral layer executes the route through the environment, adapting to local traffic and exceptional 
situations as necessary.  A motion planning layer safeguards the robot by considering the feasible 
trajectories available, and selecting the best option.  Perception combines data from lidar, radar and 
vision systems to estimate the location of other vehicles, static obstacles and the shape of the road.  
Finally, the robot is a mechatronic system engineered to provide the power, sensing and mobility 
necessary to navigate an urban course. 

Rigorous component and system testing evaluates progress using standardized tests.  Observations 
from these experiments shape the design of subsequent development spirals and enable the rapid 
detection and correction of bugs. The system described in the paper exhibits a majority of the basic 
navigation and traffic skills required for the Urban Challenge.  From these building blocks more 
advanced capabilities will quickly develop. 

 

http://repository.cmu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1967&context=robotics
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Figure 1. The Tartan Racing architecture is decompsed into five broad areas: Mission Planning, Motion 
Planning, Behavior Generation, Perception and World Modeling, and Mechatronics. 

Behavior Generation – The Behaviors component formulates a problem definition for the 
Motion Planning component to solve based on the strategic information provided by the Mission 
Planning component.  The Behaviors component is implemented as a state machine that 
decomposes the mission task into a set of top-level behaviors and their simpler, sub-behaviors in 
order to complete a mission.  These top-level behaviors include Drive-Down-Road, Handle-
Intersection, and Achieve-Zone-Pose.  The state machine will trigger different behaviors based 
on the progress being reported by the motion planners, overall health of the various vehicle and 
software systems, and the current objectives set forth by the mission planner. 

Motion Planning – The Motion Planning component consists of several motion planners, each 
capable of avoiding static and dynamic obstacles while achieving a desired vehicle state. Two 
broad scenarios are considered: structured driving (road following) and unstructured driving 
(parking lot).  For structured driving, a Local Planner is capable of generating a trajectory that 
will result in the vehicle following the centerline of a lane. For unstructured driving, such as 
entering/exiting a parking lot, a 3D (position and orientation) planner is used.  Regardless of the 
planner that is executing, the result is a trajectory that when executed by the vehicle controller, 
will safely drive  toward a particular goal point. 

Perception & World Modeling – The P&WM component interprets the information from various 
sensors and fuses the multiple streams together to provide a composite picture of the world to the 
rest of the system.  The composite model is divided into several discrete interfaces: static 
obstacle maps, dynamic obstacle maps, visibility, health, current vehicle pose, and road structure. 

Mechatronics – The electrical and mechanical components provide a way for algorithms to 
interact with the world.  A critical part of the mechatronic design is the analysis of sensing 
requirements and sensor capabilities.  The robotic vehicle, Boss, shown in Figure 2 is designed to 
be robust and provide the power, cooling and actuation necessary to support autonomy. 

In the following sections each of these areas will be addressed in greater detail.  Each section 
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Figure 1  A road segment (Segment M) comprised of two lanes.  Lanes do not necessarily have 
the same number of waypoints. 

 
Every element in the RNDF is specified by a unique identifier in one of the following forms: 
‘M’, ‘M.N’, or ‘M.N.P’, where M, N, and P are positive whole numbers.  Segments are 
identified using the form ‘M’.  The Nth lane of segment M has the identifier ‘M.N’.  The 
waypoints of each lane are similarly identified such that the Pth waypoint of lane M.N is ‘M.N.P’ 
(see Figure 2).  

 
The lane width is an optional field and will not always be specified. The ‘lane width’ does not 
guarantee the actual width at every point along a lane.   
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Figure 2  Waypoint numbering scheme for Segment M. 

 
Connections between lanes are explicitly stated in the RNDF using exit and entry waypoint 
designations.  An ‘exit waypoint’ is a waypoint from which the vehicle may proceed to one or 
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more entry waypoints.  ‘Entry waypoints’ are located (in most cases) in neighboring road 
segments or zones.  Entry and exit waypoints may occur in the beginning, middle, or end of a 
lane.  Figure 3 shows an intersection in which an exit waypoint (D) at the end of lane 2.2 is 
associated with entry waypoints A and E in lanes 1.1 and 1.2, respectively.  In addition, exit 
waypoints B and F in the middle of lanes 1.2 and 1.1 are associated with the entry waypoint C at 
the beginning of lane 2.1.  Along the travel paths in the intersection (D to A, for example), there 
is an implied travel lane that has a width equal to the minimum of the widths of the entry and exit 
lanes. 
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Figure 3  Stop sign intersection of Segment 2 and Segment 1.  Red dots are exit waypoints, blue 
dots are entry waypoints, and green dots are other waypoints. 

 
Exit and entry waypoints will not always be in different road segments or lanes.  For example, 
the first and last points of a lane in a circular road could be an exit and entry waypoint pair.  In 
the case of a dead end road, the last waypoint in a lane headed toward the dead end could point 
to the first waypoint in the adjacent lane leaving the dead end in the opposite direction.  In this 
case, the implied behavior is a U-turn.  
 
Stop signs are indicated in the RNDF and are associated with a single waypoint.  In Figure 3, the 
stop sign is associated with waypoint D and is interpreted as a stop line passing through 
waypoint D and perpendicular to the direction of travel. 
 
On road segments, checkpoints are associated with single waypoints.  To visit a checkpoint, the 
front of the vehicle must pass over the checkpoint in the corresponding road segment and lane.  
A checkpoint will always be located at a point that can be reached by a vehicle.   
 
For some road segments, the RNDF will specify sparsely placed waypoints.  Within these 
segments, the implied vehicle behavior requirement is to use road-following techniques to stay in 
the appropriate travel lane, finding the drivable path to the next checkpoint. 
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Figure 5  A vehicle enters Zone N from the exit waypoint of Segment A, moves freely to the 
indicated parking spot, pulls up to the checkpoint of the spot, reverses out of the spot, and 
proceeds to the next checkpoint on its mission.   

2.3 RNDF Format 

2.3.1 General 

The RNDF is a tab-delimited ASCII file.  Within the RNDF, strings have a maximum length of 
128 characters, and do not contain any spaces, backslashes, or *.  Integers are always positive 
and have a maximum value of 32,768.  The RNDF has the following form: 
 

RNDF_name   filename (string) 
num_segments  number_of_segments (integer>0) 
num_zones   number_of_zones (integer≥ 0) 
<optional file header> 
<segment 1> 
. 
. 
<segment M>  
<zone M+1> 
. 
. 
<zone M+N>  
end_file 
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•Determine it is safe to cross or merge with traffic at an 
intersection (>65m horizon) 

•Determine it is safe to pass a static obstacle in an 
oncoming traffic lane (>120m horizon) 

•Detect, localize and track vehicles such to hold 
separation distances (<30m horizon) 

•Estimate road shape and lane locations (<30m horizon) 

•Provide robust, redundant and complimentary sensing 
where possible 



Major	Challenge	for	Indoor	Robots:	Localization
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Course	Outline

• 5	assignments	(4	full-assignments	+	1	starter)
• P0	- Intro:	Introduction	to	Python,	Numpy,	ROS,	Robot	(1	
week)

• P1	- State	Estimation:	Localization	with	particle	filters	(2	
weeks)

• P2	- Visual	Servoing:	Line	following	/	Move	to	object	using	
images	(2	weeks)

• P3	- Planning:	Planning	in	a	known	map,	Integrate	with	state-
estimation	to	do	closed-loop	control	(2	weeks)

• P4	- Learning:	Learning	from	demonstrations	(2	weeks)

• Final	project:	Autonomously	navigating	around	a	track	
using	planning,	perception	&	learning
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Learn	algorithms for	autonomous	driving	and	
implement them	on	the	RACECAR	platform

in	11	weeks!
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